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Abstract: The need for Suspicious email detection System is increasing due to the rapid usage of Email communica- 

tion in the Internet world. The proposed “Suspicious email detection System” provides a way to identify the 

criminal activities. It detects the suspicious Emails indicating Keywords by applying the Cryptography algorithm 

called “Triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES)”. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Email is the most popular way of communication of this era. It provides an easy and reliable method of communication. 

Email messages can be sent to an individual or groups.  A single email can spread among millions of people within few 

moments. Nowadays, most individuals even cannot imagine the life without email. For those reasons, email has become a 

widely used medium for communication of terrorists as well. A great number of researchers focused in the area of 

counterterrorism after the disastrous events of 9/11 trying to predict terrorist plans from suspicious communication. This 

also motivated us to contribute in this area.  

In this paper, we have applied Cryptography techniques to detect suspicious emails, i.e., an email that alerts of upcoming 

terrorist events. We have applied Triple DES (Data Encryption Standard) algorithms, emphasizing  initially on Given a 

plaintext message, the first key is used to DES- encrypt the message. The second key is used to DES-decrypt the 

encrypted message. (Since the second key is not the right key, this decryption just scrambles the data further.) The twice-

scrambled message is then encrypted again with the first key to yield the final cipher text. This three-step procedure is 

called triple-Triple-DES is just DES done three times with two keys used in a particular order. (Triple-DES can also be 

done with three separate keys instead of only two. In either case the resultant key space is about 2^112.) 

Detecting Suspicious and criminal  activities prior to the attacks and providing security  to  the  people  is  the  challenging 

task  for  the  investigators or administrator Email . is  a  technology  that includes  passing  and  sending  information  

from  one place to another, using computer and the Internet. It is beneficial in both our personal and professional life. As 

Electronic  mail  is largely used  by  the terrorists for their communication, there is a need for Suspicious  email detection 

system  that  classifies  emails to detect   Suspicious  activities  and  make  the  administrator alert. 

In this paper work, we will detect the suspicious mails sent from the users who are already registered on this System. 

Firstly new users sign up themselves on the site to send the mails to those users who already registered and then view the 

messages from the registered users. Triple DES Algorithm used by admin to encrypt the messages sent to the users or sent 

some warnings about the other users’ suspicious activity. 

In this work, suspicious words dictionary is used to detect the suspicious words which are not actually used in the normal 

messaging or communication.  

2. SUSPICIOUS EMAIL DETECTION SYSTEM 

Suspicious email detection is a kind of mailing system where suspicious users are identified by determining the keywords 

used by him/her. The keywords such as bomb, RDX, are found in the mails which are sent by the user. All these blocked 

mails are checked by the administrator and identify the users who sent such mails. 
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The proposed work will helps in finding out anti-social elements. This provides the security to system which adapts it. 

This also helps the intelligence bureau, crime branch etc. Insurance premium calculations, for quarterly, half yearly and 

annually is completely automated gives us a reliable environment. The system provides claim reporting and status 

enquiry. 

The proposed work will be helpful for identifying the suspicious email and also assist the investigators to get the 

information in time to take effective actions to reduce the criminal activities. 

3.     STUDY OF ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION TECHNIQUE 

The process of encoding the plaintext into cipher text is called Encryption. 

The process of decoding ciphers text to plaintext is called Decryption. 

This can be done by two techniques symmetric-key cryptography and asymmetric key cryptography. Symmetric key 

cryptography involves the usage of the same key for encryption and decryption.  

Asymmetric key cryptography involves the usage of one key for encryption and another, different key for decryption. 

3.1 Triple DES Algorithm (3DES): 

3DES is an enhancement of DES; it is 64 bit block size with 192 bits key size.  In this standard the encryption method is 

similar to the one in the original DES but applied 3 times to increase the encryption Level. Triple DES is DES –three 

times. It comes in two flavors: One that uses three keys, and other that uses two keys.  

The Idea of 3-DES is shown in to the fig.1. The plain text block P is first encrypted with a key K1, then encrypted with 

second key K2, and finally with third key K3, where K1, K2 and K3 are different from each other.  

To decrypt the cipher text C and obtain the plain text, we need to perform the operation P= DK3 (DK2 (DK1©)). But in 

Triple DES with two keys the algorithms works as follows:  

[1] Encryption the plain text with key K1. Thus, we have EK1 (p).  

[2] Decrypt the output of step1 above with key K2. Thus, we have DK2 (EK1 (P)).  

[3] finally, encrypt the output of step 2 again with key K1.Thus, we have EK1 (DK2 (EK1 (P))).             

The idea of 3-DES with two keys are shown in fig. 1.  

 

Triple DES 
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4.    LITERATURE REVIEW 

The research in the area of email analysis usually focuses on two areas namely:  email traffic analysis and email content 

analysis. A lot of research has been conducted for Email traffic analysis [10], [11].  

In the Year 2005 Keila and Skillicorn [11] have investigated on the Enron [13] data set which contains email 

communications among employees of an organization who were involved in the collapse of the organization. The authors 

[11] have applied ID3 algorithm to detect suspicious emails by using keyword base approach and by applying rules.  

They have not used any information regarding the context of the identified keywords in the emails. 

In the Year 2007 S. Appavu & R. Rajaram [2] have  applied  association  rule  mining to  detect suspicious emails  with  

the additional  benefits  of  classifying  the (suspicious  in  terms  of  terror  plots)  emails  further  into specialized classes 

such as suspicious alert or suspicious info.  

This system decides whether the email can be classified as suspicious alert in the presence of suspicious keyword in the 

future tense otherwise only it is classified as suspicious info.  

In the Year 2008 the authors [13], [14] incorporated feature selection strategies along with classification systems. 

According to [15], by using feature selection methods one can improve the accuracy, applicability, and understandability 

of the learning process. Selvakuberan et al. [14] have applied filtered feature selection methods [16] on web page 

classification; according to their results the evaluator CfsSubset Eval yields better performance with search methods Best 

First, Ranker search, and Forward selection. Pineda-Bautista et al. [17] proposed a method for selecting the subset of 

features for each class in multi-class classification task.  The  classifiers  that  were  used  by  the authors  were  Naïve 

Baye's  (NB) [6],  k-Nearest  Neighbors (k-NN) [17], C4.5 [19], and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). The authors  trained  

the  classifier  for  each  class  separately  by using only the features  of  that  particular  class.  Durant and  In the Year 

Smith 2007 [15]have  emphasized  the  use  of a feature  selection method  for  achieving  accuracy  of  sentiment  

classification. They proposed to apply Cfs Subset Eval with the Best First search method. Different researcher used 

different method to implement a System that detects suspicious activities. 

The Proposed method used cryptography algorithm i.e. triple DES (3 Data Encryption standard) it is very fast algorithm 

for encrypt or decrypt the information (email message) in a successful rate. 

We will detect the suspicious mails sent from the users who are already registered on this website. Firstly new users sign 

up themselves on the site to send the mails to those users who already registered and then view the messages from the 

registered users.  

Triple DES Algorithm used by admin to encrypt the messages sent to the users or sent some warnings about the other 

user’s suspicious activity.In this proposed work, suspicious words dictionary is used to detect the suspicious words which 

are not actually used in the normal messaging or communication.  

5.  CONCLUSION 

The proposed System is solved the problem definition by detecting the suspicious mails. Admin is created the data 

dictionary of suspicious words and this data dictionary makes help to detect the suspicious activity of the users. Admin 

further will be added the suspicious words into the existing Suspicious Words data dictionary. 
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